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This paper focuses attention on the kinds of research assumptions that are

present in the iterature on lamjuage, and which can be found in the 'myths* about

family structure and motivation. Three mapr professions are concerned with describing

the language and cognitive abdities of black children--(1) educators, who believe these

clAdren to be "vrtually verbally destitute: (2) ps *)ologists. who have reconfirmed'

initially that either these children don't talc, or, if they do. their speech is a "deterrent

to cognitive growth: and (3) linguists. who have examined the language and found it a

"well-ordered higNy structured, hisahly developed language system which in many

aspects is different from standard English.' The kind of responses that black chldren

malce in auditory discrimination tests are based on the sound usaw they have learned

in their environment, and do not reflect difficulty in discriminating. i&icause their syntax

also differs from standard ErOsh, the psychologist, not aware of the rules of Negro

nonstandard, has interpreted these differences not as the result of well-learned

but as evidence of inguistic underdevelopment." The psychologist must learn to
disfi .nvsh between the questions (1) Has this child acquired language? and (2) Has

this child acquired competence in standard English? A reference list of recent works in

linguistics and Negro studies is appended. (AMM)
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Tix vivo of the black man as inherently inferior, an item of chattel

rather than a person with human dignity, became a well entrenched doctrine

in American society. Even when the abolitionists were most vociferous in

their insistance upon eliminating slavery in the United States (some two

hundred years after the initial imporation of Negro slaves) they were not

disputing the thought that the Negro was genetically inferior to the white

msn. but simply Insisting that slavery was an iminoxal institution even if

those held in bondage were inferior individuals.

The doctrine of genetic inferiority of the Negro vas a widely held

view and was responsible for many of the laws that created separate black

and white connunities after Emanoipation. In fact, it vas not until the

1954 Supreme Court decision concerning segregation in the public schools

that the institutional tradition of regarding the Negro as genetically

inferior was legally replaced by the notion that the Negro was not genet-

ically inferior but ra'ther that his behavior was pathological in the social

sense, due to the history of slavery in this country.

N.
IA The replacement of the genetic inferiority theory with the social

1....4 pathology theory encouraged a great deal of researoh in the sooial sciences
EV
eV which was interested in describing Negro behavior in terms of how it0
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deviated from the white norm. Thus an entire body of literature has been

created that describes the Negro, not as he is, but in terms of how he is or

is not conforming to the modes of behavior that tha wiLlve um has establidhed

as noramtive abia approwiato. This body of knowledge (or, to look at it

anotWig0y. thin body or misunderstandi)g) night be termed, the "myth

of the Negro present."/

As Pelhard (1966) hes indicated, the use of white control groups to

describe *ho the Negro iu, actually results in "studies of the white pop-

ulatica with emphasis on Negro or nonp4hite data as representing deviance

from a white norm." This unhappy state of affairs has led the social sciences

to create a picture of the Negro as a "sick white man." A man for whom we,

the white society, should feel great compassion and no little amount of

guilt for we have infected him with his current "disease", but a Don who

nevertheless, no matter the reason why, is ill.

This zgtbical illness can be easily identified with a brief glance at

the "professional literature." There are several prominent symptoms that

are continuously diagnosed -- disintegration or "ladk of" family structure

(Mbynihan, 1965, Schiefelbusdh, 1967), poor motivation (Katz, 1967), in-

ability to delay gTatification, (Klaus and Gray, 1968) and underdeveloped

lenguage and cognitive abilities (Deutsch, 1965; John, 1963; Bereiter and

Ehgelmann, 1966; Klaus and Gray, 1968). All these alleged symptoms need to

be examined acre closely, but far today I shall focus my attention on the

premises operating in researdh an language and cognitive assessment of the

1An obvious tribute to Berskovits' Nyth of the Neap Past (1941)

in which similar misunderstanding about the individual bleb-

ground of Afro-Americans was dealt with.
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Negro. The kinds of research assumptions that are present in the literature

concerning language can also IV found in regard to the myths ateut family

structure, motivation, etc.

When reviewing the literature one finds three major profeseions concerned

with describing the language and cognitive abilities of bladk children: ed..

ucatozs, psvtbologisvs (mainly child development types) and linguists. The

educative were the first to contribute a statement about the language dif-

ficultiee of these children -- a statement that amounted to the fact that

these children were virtually verbally destitute -- i.e. they couldn't talk

and if they did, it was deviant speedh, filled with "errors." The next group

to get into the foray -- the psychologists -- reconfirmed initiallythat the

children didn't talk, and then added the sophiatioated wrinkle that if they did

talks their apoech was such that it was a deterrent to cognitive growth. rae

last group to come into the picture were the linguists who though thoroughly

imprmumewil/ithe sophibtioated research of the psychologist, were astonished

ti ths naivety of his pronouncements concerning language. The linguist began

to examine tha language of Mac* children and bräught-ua-to our current cow-

ceptions of the language abilities of these children-- i.e. that they speak

a well ordered, highly structured, highly developed language system which in

many aspects is different from standard Mbglish.

We have a fascinating situation here where three professions are

assessing the same behavior -- as child's oral language production and

oompeehension -- but with varying assumptions so that thgy see different

things. However, it is not merely another example of the parable of the

six blind men describing the elephant and asseting an elephant equalled that

pomtion of the elephant that the blind man happened to be touohing -- for

in tbe parable all men were partially oorreot, awl an elephant could be adp.



equately described in the sum total of their "observations." Bit when we

look at the assumptions of the educator, the psychologist and the linguist,

we find that there are actually some premises held by one profession --

the psychologists' view that a language system could be underdevelopedthat

another profession 8093 as completely untenable linguists bold such a view

of language as so award as to make them feel that nobody could possibly

believe it end therefore for the linguist to refute it would bs a great

waste of time. The educat3r worked u.der the assumption thav there is a

eingle correct way of speaking and that everyone who does nob speak in this

"gamer bodk" fashion is in error -- (indeed, although the psychologist nay

not reoognizo it, he tacitly adheres to this principle when be defines language

development in terms of "correct" standard English usage) -- this assumption

is also untenable to the linguist who is interested in the structure and

function of an utterance. To him the discussion of a hierarchical system that

rays a dovble negativo i.e. 1127 don' have none is infondor to a single

negative -- i.e. they haven't am -- is meaningless. The linguist simply

wishes to describe the rules of the system that allow a speaker of that system

to generate a negative utterance -- or any other complex structure -- that is

considered gxammatical and is understood as intended, by the speakers of the

system.

Let me briefly review the linguistic research on the assessment of

lunguage abilitieo of fiegro children and then look back at the assumptions

of tbe psychologist which led him astray and allayed him to build an elaborate,

mythological boay of literature conoerning the linguistic incompetence of

black children.

The linguist takes as basic that all humans develop langrage afterall,
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there is no reason to assume that black African bush children develop a

language and bladk inner city. Harlem children do not! Subsumbed under thia

is that the language is a well ordered system with a predictable sound pattern,

grammatical structure and vocabulary (in this sense, there are no "primative"

languages). The linguist assumes that any verbal system used by a coommity

that fUlfills the stove requirements is a language and that no language is

struoturally better than any other language -- i.e. French is not better

than German, Yiddidh is not better than Gaelic, Oxford Ebglish is not better

than standard English, etc. The second assumption of the linguist is that

children learn language in the context of their environment -- that is to

say, that a Frendh child learns French not because his father is in the

home or his mother reads him books, but because that is the language that

he hears continually from whatever source and that is the language that

individuals in his environment respond to. The third assumption that the

linguist works with is that b3; the time a child is five he has developed

language -- he has learned the rules of his linguistic environment.

What are those rules and. how have they been determined? By using ghetto

informants, linguists sudh as Stewart (1964, 1965, 1967, 1968), Dillard (1965,

1967), Bailey (1965, 1968), Iabov (1967a, 1967b), and Shay, Wolfram and

Riley (1967) have described some of the linguistic parameters of Negro

non-standard Englidh. Idfferences between standard Englith and Negro non-

standard occur to varying degrees in regard to the sound system, grammar and

vodablaary.

Although Negro non-standard has many similar phonemes to those of

etanaard Englidh the distribution of these phonemes varies from standard

English. For example /I/ and /4 may mot be distinguished before nasals,

so that a ."tin" in Negro non-standard may be either an instrument for writing

a lettqr or something ore used to fasten a baby's diapor, Sounds such as

Irl nd '1' are distributed so that 'cat' may mean that orange vosatable



that one puts in salads -- standard English carrot -- as well as, the four

legged fuzzy animal, or a "big tlack dude." The reduction of /i/ and /r/

in maw positions may create eudh homonyms as "toe" meanings digit on the

foot, or the churdh bell sound -- standard English toll. Final clusters are

reduced7in Negro non-standard so that "bowl" is used to desuribe either a

vyssel fox cereal or a very brave soldier -- standard Englidh bold.

These are but a few of the many instances where Negro non-standard sound

usage differs from standard English. It is no wonder then, that Cynthia

Deutsch (l564) should find in her assessment of auditorrdiscrimimation that

disadvsntaged black children did not "discriminate" as well as white children

from middle class linguistic environments. She administered a discrimination

task that equated "correct responses" with judgements of equivalences and

differencus in standard Englidh sound usage. Many of her stimuli though

different to the standard English speaker, i.e. pin-pen, are similar to the

Negro nonstandard speaker. She attributed the difference in performance of

disadvantaged children to such things as the constant blare of the TV in their

homes and there beinc so much "noise" in their environment that the children

tended to "tune out." Hawever, black children make responses based on the kind

of language they consider appropriate. In the same way that cot - for glee:a:inn

aught . for ensnared, or marry - to wed, pla - the girl, and merry - to

bs happy are not distinguished in the speech of many white people ( so that

tbay would say on an auditory discrimination test that cot and catyht nere

the same) -pjaand pn laze the same in the language of ghetto blacks. The

reepcnses that the black child makes are on the basis of the sound usage tbat

he has learned in his sooial and geographical milieu, and do not reflect some

difficulty discriminating -- just watch haw fast be picks out the scamper of

a rat from the "noise" in his environment!
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The syntax of low income Negro children also differs from standard

English in many waym ( unfortunately the psydhologist, not knowing the rules

of NegTo non-standard bag interpreted these differences not as tbe result

of well learned rules, but as evidence of "linguistic underdevelopment!).

Some examples of the differences are provided below:

1. When you have a numerical quantifier sudh as 2, 7, 50, etc. you don't

have to add the otaigatory morphemes for the ;aural - e.g. 50 cent, 2 foot.

2. The use of the possessive marker is different. FOr example, the standard

English speaker says Wha's cousin"; the non-standard Negro speaker says

Jdhn cousin. The possessive is maiked here by the contiguous relationship of

John and cousin.

3. Conditional is expressed byword order change rather than by "if". Standard

English -- "I adked if he wanted to go." Negro non-standard -- I asks do be,

want to go.

4. The thiid person singular has no obligatory morphological ending in non-

standard so that "oho wotks here" is expressed as ohs wotk here in Negro non-

standard.

5. Verb agreement differs so that one saym she have a tab, they was elm,

6. The use of the copula is not obligatory -- join, be etlad basr.

7. The rules for negation are different. The double negative is used.

Standard Ehglish "I don't have any" becomes I don''pot none in Negro non-standaTa.

8. The use of ain't in expression.of the past -- Negro non-standard present

tense is he don't go, past tense is huleam.

9. The use of the "be" to express habitual action --IILLoralaziA..bnow

as contrasted with he be wotking everyday.
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These are but a few examples of the rules that the non-standard speaker employs to

produce utterances that are grammatical to other speakers in his environment.

Baratz and Povich (1967) assessed the language development of a group

of five year old black Head Start children. They analyzed speech responses

to photographs and to CAT cards using Lee's (1966) developmental sentence

types model. A comparison of their data and Menyuk's (1964) rastricted and

transformational types of white middle class children was performed. Results

indicated that the Negro Head Start child is not delayed in language acqui-

sition -- the majority of his utterances are on the kernal and transformational

levels of Lee's developmental model. His transformational utterances are

similar to those described above -- he has learned the many complicated

structures of Negro non-standard English.

But how has the psychologist assessed language abilities of Negro

children that led him to conclude erroneously that the black child has an

insufficient or underdeveloped linguistic system? The psychologist's basic

protaem was kis assumption that to develop language was synonymous with the

development of his own form of standard English. Therefore, he concluded

that if black children do not speak like white children they are deficient

in language development. His measures of "language development" were measures

based on standard English (Bereiter, 1965; Thomas, 1962; Deutsdh, 1964; Klaus

and Gray, 1968). The illogical aspects of the psychologists' assumptions

are evident if one realizes that using their criteria for "language deve1opmen4;"

one would have to say that a French child of five was linguistically under-

developed because he did not speak standard Dnglish! Clearly in future

assessment procedures the psyyhologist must distinguish between the questiona:

1) has this child acquired language? and 2) has this child aoquired competence

in standard English? Only then can he make valid statements about the black



child's linguistic abilities.

Mut what other faulty notions does the psychologist appear to be using

in relation to assessment of language and cognitive atdlity of black child-

ren? Perhaps ons of the most blatant errors of many researchers has been a

confusion between hypotheses concerning language and ones concerning cognition.

For this reason, superficial differences in language structures and language

styles have been taken as manifestations of underlying differences in cog-

nitive ability. For example, Bereiter and lmann (1966) hold as one of

ths cardinal cognitive needs of the child the learning of conditionality as

measured by the use of "if" constructions. They assume that the absence of "if"

by a child indicates an instance in which the concept of conditionality is

absent. However, Stewart and other linguists have described the fact that in

some non-standard dialects of English suCh as Negro mcn-standard conditionality

may be expressed by the use of a word order inversion rather than with the

vocabulary item "if". Thus, conditionality is expressed in the statement

I aks Alvin did he want to ga by changing he plus verb to did he plus verb,

even though in standard English the same kind of conditionality would be ex-

pressed with "if" e.g. "LagaillYialfltalatAkAls"

Different usapes of vocabulary items may lead to confusion on the part

of the examiner so that he feels the child is lacking in a particular concept,

For example, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test has an item that asks

children to identify "building"; the correct response being the picture

of men constructing an edifice. However, in Negro non-standard vernacular

"building" is used only as a noun (ono !cans an edifice) so that the chill

will not respond to that item in tns expected way. (There ere other aspeots

about the PPVT which are culturally biased against the black child.)

The literature on cognitive atdlities of black children comes manly



from two sources. One is the attempt of many child psychologists to adopt

Basil Bernstein's postulates on differences in language styles between lower

and middle class Ebglikh speakers, and to concretize these hypotheses into

categories of language behavior that directly imply restrictions in cognitive

ability. Interesting as are Bernstein's ideas about language style differences

of various socio-economic groups, the relationship of particular linguistic

usages on the one hand, and conceptual ability on the other, has yet to be

determined. In fact, the preceding case of the confusion of the concept of

conditionality with the presence =absence of the word "if" is an illustration

of how misled one can become when relating specific speedh forms with cognitive

processes.

The second problem with the cognitive assessment literature is that

there has been a tendency to take Piaget's cognitive development formulations

as a total definition of cognition, and to equate cognition with rationality.

As Greenfield and Bruner (1966) have pointed out concerning cross=cultural

studies of Piagetianleychology (in which I believe we can include the

American studies with black ghetto children) the main effect has been to depict

developmental lag through a tacit acceptance of white control group norms.

Bruner et al (1966) have several illustrations of cases where the experimenters

recognition of cultural differences affected the child's abilities to perform

the task, ln one instance involving a conservative task, the child was

asked Nrhy do you say they are different?" He could not answer .1.%e question.

Then IA was discovered that the use of "do you say"-%though gmannaticany

correct, was inappropriate to that culture. When the child was asked instead,

"wkgr are they different?" he answered the question immediately. The psych-

ologist must take cultural differences of black ghetto children into con-



sideration in the course of his assessment of their cognitive ability.

The last assumption of the psychologist that I wish to deal with briefly

is the widespread notion that "some environments are better than others for

stimulating general language and cognitive growth (Deutsch and Deutsch, 1968).

Ibis assumption is, I believe, an Lttempt to deal with the pyschologist's

confusion of language development and the acquisition of standard English

lelch were discussed earlier. His confUsion causes him to think be must

explain a "language deficit." According to these researchers, one set of

factors that is most detrimental for language and cognitive development involves

the "inadequacies" of the ghetto mothering patterns in that:

1) The ghetto mother is so taken up with survival -- "subsistence be-

haviors" -- that she is too exhausted to talk to her children. Such a notion

tells us more about the psydhologist's lack of knowledge about the ghetto

mother than it doer about her actual role. It also assumes that there is

a minimal amount of language that must to present for languaga to be lesTned

and that Negro mothers don't give this to their children. Subsumed under

this is the notion that language is only learned from one's mother (and that

of course, can only be transmitted when there is a father in the home!). Also

underlying such statements about the mother's role is the assumption that she

is verbally immature (Raph, 1967) -- i.e. the. language learned from her is

underdeveloped.

2) It is presumed that the motber of a taack child does not :mow how

to stimulate or reinforce her child so that learning can ocnur. Sub'sumed

under that assumption is the ides that such things as reading a book and

singing to a child are essential behaviors for language to develop. The

discussions on the inadequate reinforcements of verbal behavior on the

part of the ghetto mother presumes that she encourages "passive, withdrawn



behavior in her children" (Schiefelbuoch, 1967) and that verbal ability is

not highly valued in the ghetto community. One need only to look at the

anthropological literature concerned with language behavior to find dozens

of attestations of the importance of verbal skills -- "rapping, playing the

dozens, signifying, etc." to the ghetto community. (Bannerz, 1968; Bement

1968; Abrahams, 1958; Koch, 1967).

It appears as if the assumptions that the psychologist uses in assess-

ing language and cognitive skills of the black ghetto communitytove evolved

because of misconceptions of what language is and how it functions. He has

constructed elaborate ecological and psychological explanations of differences

in language behavior which can be understood much more simply in terms of how

linguistic and cultural systems operate. The assumptions have been used "after

the fact" to erroneously explain data -- the assumptions themselves have no

observational/experimental base.

Clearly what the psychologist needs is some sense of tbe ghetto child's

culture -- how be organizes his world, what his language system is, what his

learning patterns are, how they are similar to those of children in middle

class white cultures, haw they are different and how these differences inter-

fere withothe child's learning in a society that uses white cognitive styles

and linguistic patterns as a basis for instruction and assessment of ability.
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